
Home Learning Activities for Year 6              Date: 30/04/2020 

English 
Now it is time to write up your non-chronological report in full! Be creative with the way you present your 

information (poster, written article, powerpoint, informative video etc.) but remember to still make sure you are 

meeting the criteria.  

Once you have finished check your work against the checklist. Did you manage to tick everything off? If not, don’t 

worry because now is your chance to edit and improve! Here are three simple steps to make sure you do this 

carefully – remember editing is the most important part as it is often when a piece of work becomes a masterpiece! 

1) Proof read! Are you missing any 

full stops or capital letters? Do all 

of your sentence make sense?  

2) Spelling and vocabulary. Have you 

spotted any spelling mistakes? 

Can you use a dictionary to help 

correct them? Is there any 

repetitive vocabulary or phrases 

that you could now change? 

3) Make it stand out from the 

crowd! Now you have a checklist 

to support, your master plan and 

some good examples, is there 

anything you could add to make 

your piece WOW?! Some clever 

wording, exciting facts or maybe a 

pun or two? 

 

Reading: Share your reports with your family 

or friends to get feedback (two stars and a wish)! 

Spelling: https://www.arcademics.com/games/frog (Antonyms, synonyms and homonyms)  

Maths 

Angles around a point 

For today’s task, you will need to use all of the previous knowledge you have about angles;  

- Angles on a straight line equal 180° 

- Angles around a point equal 360° 

- Vertically opposite angles are equal 

- A right angle is 90° 

If you want some more practice, why not 

try these: 

Theme – Evolution and Inheritance 

As this week’s theme is all about relationships, and we are learning about evolution and inheritance, your task is a mixture of both: create your 

very own family tree! You must also include any pets that either you or any member of your family have owned because we all know that they 

make up an incredibly important part of our lives, and they have of course evolved into the domesticated animals we keep today. So call, text, 

email, Skype, FaceTime and quiz your families in order to get as many generations of your family (and their pets) as you can, and when your 

information has been collected, set about presenting it in any way you want to! There are a few ideas below but use your creative minds to 

show off your family in all their glory! Good luck!  

 

 

Starter: BIDMAS – Can you solve these equations using BIDMAS? 
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